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FLOREAT 
ONCE UPON A 1970 THERE WAS A 
STUDENT'S UNION THAT DECIDED 
TO OPEN A NEW UNION THEATRE. 
HERE IT IS. 
SEMPER FLOREAT 
INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGE 
FROM THE THEATRE MANAGER, 
JOHN HARTMAN. 
When you enter the Union's beautiful new Schonell 
Theatre any night after September 25, you will be 
entering the finest student theatre in Australia. 
This statement is made without fear of contradiction. 
For no other on-campus theatre boasts such comfort and 
luxury in its appointments. I am proud to be its Manager, 
and 1 believe that all who use the theatre will share this 
pride. 
The Sclionell is your theatre and preference for its use 
will be given to Student and University bodies. We have 
already had many enquiries from interested outside organ-
isations, and 1 hope shortly to announce the title of the 
first professional production to use the Theatre. 
No longer is (lie "Av" available at S5.00 per night 
(plus a,% of the take). Instead, for about S35.00 
a night we have our new Tliealre-clean, comfort-
able, great stage, well equipped, and saleable to (he 
general public-a most important factor. A majority of 
Southern Universities get good public audiences, partic-
ulariy for their clever annual revues, which each faculty 
generally stages at least once a year. 
An immediate reaction to the increase in hire charges 
over the Avalon will probably be: "Hell!, Seven times 
greater means that we have to get seven times the number 
of people to attend." An admirable aim, but neither 
necessary nor realistic. The increased charges arise basically 
out of the need for permanent staff al the new theatie-
managcr, eleclrician, box-office girl, cleaner and so on-all 
of whom wil! be at Ihe service of groups hiring the 
thealrc, since our hire charge will be "all in". As well, 
the theatre has about twice the seating capacity of the 
Avalon. This will be of tremendous benefit to student groups 
in terms of advice, expertise and efficiency. Incidentally, 
non-student groups will pay substantially higher rates, and 
thus subsidise student productions. In addition to this, 
the greatly improved conditions (from both the production 
and audience point of view) wil! of themselves do much to 
lift the standard and atlradiveness of productions, thus 
generating greater audiences. 
Al all times, whenever possible, I will personally assist 
productions with promotion, and do everything possible 
to ensure success for the Theatre and your Union. 
It is lo be hoped that from the inaugural production 
of Bacchoi, a new group to be known "as the Queensland 
Union Theatre Company could develop, bringing working 
drama onto (he campus on a permanent basis. 
Because of my backgroiind in the cinema and theatre 
industries, 1 look forward with pride to the cliallenge of 
managing the operation of the Theatre. With the support 
the on-campus societies & groups, (he Union should be of 
able to develop an exciting, worthwhile cultural centre, 
not only for its own members, but for the community 
as a whole. 
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22 September, 1970 
CAT ON A 
HOT TIN ROOF 
INTERVIEW WITH BOB WENSLEY, 
Chairman, Union Theatre Committee. 
Q. Can you give us a brief account of the development 
leading up to the building of the Theatre, and some idea 
of the part played by students in this? 
A. I'd like to stress that this is a student Theatre in every 
sense of the words. Students were responsible for the 
decision to build, have managed and supervised the planning 
and building stages, and will be responsible for its oper-
ation. So the part played by students is very large indeed. 
As to the background, the Union Council decided to build 
after many years of thinking about it, and finally after a 
very detailed fcasibihty study had been undertaken. This 
was when Frank Gardiner was President, in 1967. There 
followed a long period of detailed planning, during which 
student reps met with the Architect on a weekly basis, 
funds were successfully sought from the Australian Uni-
versities' Commission, cash flows and other financial 
arrangements were worked out, a bank overdraft was 
secured and the necessary negotiations with the University 
Administration were conducted. There was a very intense 
round of negotiations for about three months just before 
tenders were called—not only was the project very complex, 
with prices and wages rising, but ail the various authorities 
concerned—the Union, the Senate, the Bank, the Co-
ordit^ator General, the Slate and Cominonwealth Govern-
ments and the Architect—had to be reconciled. We finally 
called for tenders late in 1968, and ground was broken in 
April 1969. Since then weekly meetings on the site 
between our representatives, the Architect and the builder 
have been held. 
I'oreqround: Area now occupied bv the Shopping 
CuiUre. The central area is now tlie floor of tlic 
new common rooms. August, 1969. 
What are the financial arrangements relating to the 
project? 
The original estimated cost was $400,000. By the 
time wc got to the late planning stages, the total project 
cost was nearly 5900,000; this sounds like a very big 
increase, but some time had passed, there had been very 
large price rises in the building industry, we had negotiated 
to have the shopping complex (8150,000) and the Refec-
tory extensions ($80,000) added, and we had made many 
additions to the original plan—for instance, the new toilets 
next to the biUiards room. 
We did in fact cut the cost back to $800,000 before 
building, and it should be remembered that we have got 
$80,000 from the A.U.C, and that the Bank has agreed 
to pay for the shops in return for rent-free premises for 
the next 15 years, so the immediate demands on the Union 
are for about $570,000. We have a Bank overdraft of 
$450,000, spread over 15 years, to help meet this. 
Can you describe the Theatre complex? 
Well, I won't dwell on the Refec extensions, which 
are already open to students (except for the new cellar, 
which is designed to become a bar area when the 
Government sees the light), or the shops, which I think 
you're dealing with elsewhere. The Thealrc is my area, 
and it's tremendously exciting. The audience entrances 
are from the drive leading up from the Phys. Ed. car park, 
from the courtyard between the Theatre and the main 
Refec, and from the terrace outside the Holt Room. The 
lower (entrance) foyer has box office and cloak rooms, 
and access through to the Relaxation Block, One goes up 
from here into the main foyer, which has a candy bar, 
foyer scats and so on, and provision at the far end for 
a future restaurant area. The balcony at that end has a 
marvellous view across the playing fields. Access to the 
auditorium is via two stepped aisies leading from the main 
foyer; these are not in the auditorium, and each row of 
seats—these curve around and up from the stage—has its 
own entrance, at either end. In this way we have kept the 
auditorium size down and avoided the loss of prime-viewing 
scats. The auditorium is ajr-conditioncd, with 452 seals, 
and the colour scheme is really attractive: deep orange 
carpets (this is also in the foyers), stained vaulted natural 
timber ceiling, charcoal seats, natural brown brick walls; 
it's very warm, inlimale and autumnal. Curved shapes are 
featured throughout-walls, doorways, arches, etc.-and the 
foyer walls are stark white. Incidentally, wc hope to hang 
some works from the Darnell collection here. 
And what about production facilities? 
Really first class-a far cry from the Av. The stage 
is proscenium style, very wide and deep, and the pros-
cenium opening is adjustable, both vertically and horiz-
ontally. The wings are very big, one of them duplicating 
the size of the stage, and there is a full fly gallery and 
orchestra pit, over which the front of the stage projects. 
The main dressing rooms are on stage level, with subsidiary 
dressing rooms at lower levels. Below the stage, and 
soundproofed from it, is a full size rehearsal stage, which 
has its own facilities and can be used as an independent 
production or film area, and a workshop. Flats can be 
raised from here to the main stage level through a slot in 
the roof/floor. There arc numerous store rooms and so on. 
Two alleyways external to the auditorium run from cither 
side of back-stage lo the biobox, which has two following-
spot rooms, projection booth with 16mm and 35mm 
projectors, and lights and sound control rooms. Two 
ligliting galleries, accessible from the alleyways, run across 
the ceiling of the auditorium. One of the real features is 
lli.-it all production arcas-liglus, sound, backstage, theatre 
manager and pit arc all inlcrconncctcd external lo audience 
areas. 
Continued Page 15. 
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THE MOVING FINGER WRITES 
In 1945, Germany lay in ruins..,.the atom bomb liad yet to be dropped on 
Japan.....the University of Queensland Union set up a committee to investigate 
the establishment of a Union Theatre. 
In 1970, Japan and Germany have been rebuilt-and are huge industrial nations. 
The Union owns a Theatre. 
KEUXmOM ,u»iihTioM CAAOCM couCTYAto Kncrotrf ,Ao>iiMiSTsftno»4 «T&C& uoiAE, 
TUi; tiwmw Tni<; WRTrMl WA«; MADF lU'FORl" TUl'Rl' WV.RV. ANY UNION IIUILOINCS AT .ST. LUCIA. ,„ ,„.„ 
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....AND HAVING WRIT MOVES ON 
by Alan Fowler 
"77ic Dramatic Society has been one of the most successfid of 
this year's bodies. Two major plays were produced: "Lady 
Windermere's Fan" in first term and "The Blind Goddess" in 
second term. The first play yielded £75/19/1 which was given to 
the Red Cross. The proceeds of the second play were paid to the 
credit of the Union Theatre Fund. Poor attendances only provided 
£34/11/7. Tlie Dramatic Society is to be very warmly congratulated 
on its elJorts to provide such a Uition Theatre. Ten percent of the 
balance of the year's surplus is to be paid to this fund. Il is to be 
hoped that now a working committee lias been formed, the money 
will soon be raised. Lunch hour plays, commenced in 194-1, were 
continued this year and proved a great success and were well 
attended. They were produced on alternate Thursdays of first and 
second term." '„^, 
UNION ANNUAL REPORT, 1945 
A quarter of a century later, the Union tool: delivery of its 
Theatre. This is a brief record of what happened between 1945 
and 1970. 
The- 35th Council in 1946 set up a University Theatre 
Committee to investigate the possibility of such a project. The 
Committee made the following recommendations: 
"1. That if the Union did proceed with the plan to erect a 
Memorial Theatre, it is the opinion of the Committee that the 
site of the Tlieatre should undoubtedly he in the University grounds 
at SL Lucia. . 
2. That it would be unwise for the Union to incur a fmancial 
burden, either alone or in conjunction with any other body than 
the Senate, of erecting a Theatre either at St Lucia or in the City 
3 TItat should it be the Senate's intention to proceed with 
the pkns of incorporating a Debating theatre in the proposed 
Union Building at St Lucia, the Union investigate the possibility 
of co-operating with the Senate by providing such theatre with a 
properly equipped stage suitable for dramatic purposes." 
Meanwhile, the Union Theatre Fund had risen to £156/19/3 
in 1946. 
Ihe next twelve years were noteworthy for the lack of activity 
and/or enthusiasm in seeking lo build a theatre. The annual reports 
for this period show annual resurgences of enthusiasm to move 
from the George Street site to St. Lucia. By 1958, well over half 
the Union's members had moved to St. Lucia while most of the 
rest were scattered amongst George Street, Turbot Street, tlcr.ston 
and Yeerongpilly sites. A contemporary Semper Floreat arlicie 
observed that the Union staff at George Street were by then 
immune to the sight of Brisbane River mud through the holes in 
the Union office walls. 
The problem was summanscd this way in the ANNUAL 
REPORT for 1958: 
"One of the more difficult decisions that had to be made with 
regard to the Union Building ms whether or not there should be 
included in the £400,000 concept a Union Theatre, It was Ihe 
opinion of the Umon that it would be belter to provide basic 
facilities to the full extent of £400.000 rather than to attempt to 
build a Theatre that might cost up to £80.000 and perhaps he 
forced to wait for further Government'assistance to extend 
diminished general facilities. In view of the very sympathetic 
attitude of the Government in granting us the much appreciated 
£200.000, the Union felt that this might be asking too much and 
that it might be best to make the Union Theatre the subject ofa 
specific later appeal, perhaps even making a public appeal for it. 
Certainly, there is a growing and wide realisation of the existing 
need for a Union Tlieatre on the University site and in the last week 
of second term the Dramatic, Film and French Societies held a 
public meeting to discuss this question ofa Union Theatre and they 
a I that time set up a committee which would formulate a detailed 
submission covering the existing needs with regard to theatrical 
facilities." 
The Union Theatre Fund, reflecting the urgency and enthusiasm 
of the Union to build a Theatre, now contained £537/12/9, a rise 
of £380/13/6 in the twelve years since 1946. 
In July, 195S, Oemper Floreat contained a full-colour drawing 
of the complete Union complex, at a time when there were no 
Union buildings al all at St. Lucia. The Union Theatre is .shown 
between the Union Administration Building and the Staff Club. 
The period between I960 and 1963 was the most important 
anti-climax in the campaign for a Union Theatre. 
"Mr Ian Gzcll, the Chairman of lite Union Theatre Committee, 
has persuaded Cottncil to seek the hacking of the Senate and plan 
for the launching of a public appeal for subscriptions towards 
building a suitable theatre as a part of the Union Building complex 
at St. Lucia. Mr Steve Trotter, the Union Architect, has given 
unstintingly of his time, to advise the committee on the archi-
tectural problems. 
The Union in 1962 still considers the provision of further 
general facilities more pressing if student activity is to continue 
undiminished. The Council, however, set up a Union Theatre 
Sub-committee whose prime objective is the invt'sfiganon and 
implementation of means of raising finance for a permanent 
Union Tlieatre. 
Conditions in the G.P. Hall are poor. The Tlieatre Committee 
in a submission to the Australian Universities Commission pointed 
out: 
'A proscenium arch opens on to a stage area with no overhead 
clearance for fiys; and set designers are hampered by two 
horizontal beams in the ceiling above the stage which project 
below ihe sight lines, 
'Until recently the Hut was also used hy various sporting bodies, 
the Table Tennis Club and the Weightlifting Club, whose activities 
were not only disruptive of rehearsal times, but also materially 
detrimental to the floor of the auditorium. 
'The G.P. Hall, now the Union Theatre, a legacy of Gen. 
Blarney's occupation of the partially completed University during 
the war. was ingeniously used for most of the productions. 
However, the Drama Festival silently but eloquently pointed out 
the defects of using such a temporary measure.' 
Continued Page 14. 
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Q. Can you tell us something about Bacchoi? 
Wensley: The various Campus theatre groups had been 
discussing for some time the need for a good, new opening 
production, strongly featuring students and showing the 
Theatre to best advantage. Bryan talked with us, and the 
idea of a collaboration was born. The Union Council 
agreed to back the show, and away wc went. 
We have a production budget of about $9,000; some 
money is coming from the Australian Council for tiie 
Arts, and we hope to receive assistance from the State 
Government. The production team is a mixture of students 
and professionals; the cast is all students, with one 
exception. 
The story is an updated version of the Greek myth of 
Dionysus. God of Liberation and all the animal elements 
in man, and liis clash with the repressive king of Thebes, 
Pcntlicus. 
Ralph Tyrrell's music is strongly featured (you'll prob-
ably be familiar with his style from the Archi Revues). Our 
"band" consists of guitars (classical and electric), organ, 
piano, flute, strings (violins, 'cello and bass) and timpani 
and percussion sections. The score is used alone al times, 
and at other times with solo or "tribe" singing. We are 
using both still and moving film, projected onto five 
screens thai form part of the scl, and choreographed 
sequences in addition to the straight dramatic scenes. 
What are the aims of the production? 
Wensley: Well, from the purely practical point of view 
there are several. The first is to demonstrate that student 
groups can use the Theatre successfully. The emphasis has 
been placed heavily on student involvement, and although 
professionals such as Bryan are involved, wc have a basically 
student production. Second, we want to "show the 
Theatre off": that is, to demonstrate the full range of its 
potential, by using all Ihc different elements-music, 
straight drama, film, song, dance and so on. Third, wc want 
to establish a Theatre following-I'm sure large numbers, 
both students and others, will come lo the show, and if 
many of these can go away, not only impressed with the 
play, but with the Theatre itself as a "worthwhile place 
to go", then we've laid firm foundations for future student 
productions. This is especially important as far as the 
general public is concerned, as we expect that non-student 
audiences will play a large part in the successful running 
of the Theatre in the future. 
Nason: ll is hoped that the play will contribute to the 
re-asscrlion of the poetic drama, especially that involving 
large numbers of people behaving together, and we want 
to do this by making use of forms made available by the 
technological stampede-in particular wc are using modern 
music wiih its incredible dramatic power; wc arc using 
still and moving images projected on screens, themselves 
mobile and part of the design, and the images bear upon 
the talk and the action in a suggestive poetic sense. The 
text will still use poetic devices, but these are of diction, 
i.e. rhyme, alliteration, rhythm repetition, etc., which arc 
intended to act as a lubrication for the text into the ear, 
but the imagery will be removed from the word to the 
picture. The picture includes the use of other visual 
techniques such as mime, modern dance, moving scenery 
pieces, etc., but I don't like the name total theatre for 
this, which suggests an agglomeration, a piling up over 
the play of associated art forms. The central ingredient is 
still the actor and the actor's art, but the artery for his 
expression is broadened, freed from the restriction of 
only-words, so that the audience may receive more fully 
the life-flow of the theme from the actor and respond to 
it. But wc want to make this expression in the simplest 
way, doing only that which is neccss.-try, integral lo the 
expression-thai would be allclicr word as a label; if we 
need to be filed put us in the part called integral theatre. 
Wc arc seeking a fusion of the best expressive methods 
and finding that as these methods merge ihcy generate 
new power from one another—this fusion is the potential 
birth-broth of a new form. 
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OF QUEENSLANO UNION 
MUSIC VVRITTEN AND PLAr^D BY RAU^^ TYRRELL 
AND THE ARCHITECTURE RE\AJE BAND 
Do you think that Bacclioi will have the sort of 
universal appeal that seems to be needed for its success? 
Wensley: I do. The theme is topical, is especially relevant 
to the student situation but not rcstrictively so. The play 
is dealing with what happens when wc restrict the 
Dionystic urge to by really free, irresponsible in the sense 
of having no responsibilities; the sort of restriction we are 
dealing with is a problem of today-censorship, organ-
isation, regimentation. In a broader sense, the fact that the 
story is being woven with many different trends, that wc 
are using the sorts of varied techniques mentioned earlier, 
will mean that the audience will have a much greater 
chance to respond to the play. Thus not only is there, 
I think, a firm foundation for the play's appeal in its plot, 
but there is a broad basis for appeal in its techniques. 
Nason: I should like to make a more general comment 
about the direction that theatre seems to have taken, 
which I think relates directly to the question of otir play's 
appeal. Wc look with a sense of loss to the ritual beginnings 
of theatre-whcther it be Greek tragedy, mediaeval market 
place. African tribal dance, or Australian corroborrec, 
there was a communal offering now lost in our habits of 
judgement and criticism-people got more from it then than 
their current little glee and chance to cuddle their furs. 
I mean the crowds, not the specialists. The actors treated 
with the spectators on matters of greatness—man and the 
gods—and all the village wept and rejoiced. Bul now, 
because our spoken language is a debased currency the 
general audience cannot accept great themes in a spoken 
poetic form. The poet gives the stimulus but the audience 
can't retranslate the word into the poet's intention, and 
it gets bored—it can't rcfocus the word beam (received at 
the ear) as the intended image from the poet's or the 
actor's mental vision. Therefore the drama loses-i.c. the 
drama of luords-it used to be the carrier of great themes 
to great numbers—now it either sacrifices the themes and 
keeps the numbers (the commercial slulttshness of say 
Iheresagirlinmysoup) or keeps the themes and loses the 
numbers-(i.e. word theatre of the elite, the practised of 
the 'people whose game is words', e.g. Pinter). Now 
I don't reckon that the theatre is set apart for the elite 
or for the clever. 
I gather that you approve of audience-oriented theatre. 
Nason: Of course I do—for whenever actors gather to give 
a play there will be an audience gathered to receive it-an 
offering is made (risked) and accepted—there is communion 
a holy act of ritual—I mean for live actors who understand 
that their presence has a value in the theatre and that this 
is different from a picture house where plastic obtrudes 
between the actor and the voyciu--and I believe that it is 
our business, oiu- responsibility and oiur glory to exercise 
and to make capital of that particular circumstance. 
There are things that wc, alive and on stage and present 
can do that the cinema and the television can never do 
(just as the opposite also holds) and it is because of this 
that our continuance is necessaiy and, since necessary, 
therefore assured. That the theatre is currently struggling 
is due to but a muddy understanding that its function is 
essentially different from the functions of the cinema and 
the television, and to worthy of its continuance it must 
investigate and reassess and reassert the nature of its 
time-honoured place. We are story-tellcrs-we act out the 
story, make it immediate and present. But always the yam 
is spun to make some point over and beyond the narration 
of the bare events of the story and this is the theme. The 
story in the theatre always has its significance, and our 
job as actors is to tell the story that this significance, this 
theme, emerges strong and clear. As Uve actors we have 
all ihc advantages thai our presence commands, and the 
presence of the audience, and the generation of the 
remarkable atmosphere that this double circumstance 
produces when both actors and audience understand 
however dimly that they arc gathered together in celeb-
ration of the ancient rite of telling the story and learning 
its significance. Yet I guess most people will bring with 
them to this play their habits and judgment and analysis, 
and they'll come to see if they think our ideas, etc., to be 
right and clever—to praise and blame—but I am hopeful 
thai one day the theatre will finish with distancing and 
crilics-with the plastic-festival-flower-show where you 
judge the orange by some standard and then don't even 
eat it-I prefer the fruitstall in the street where you get 
your orange for nourishment. 
2 4 T H . SEPT. TO lOTH. OCT 
SCHONELL THEATRE 
UNIVER^TY OF QUEENSLAND 
BOOKINGS: R ^ I N G S OR UNION 
This wotild suggest you are aiming high. How do you 
find the standards of acting among the students in the cast? 
Nason: What do you mean? I don't understand what people 
(or critics either) mean by standards in the theatre, and 
am coming to think that there may be no meaning in the 
term for me. I believe in the experiencing of the drama 
by the actors and by the audicncc-that they arc in the 
theatre not to be titilatcd but to participate, not necessarily 
in ihc acting of the drama bul certainly in the experiencing 
of it. Something must happen to the audience—and they 
must reassess their own position after experiencing what 
we offer them in the play-thus our success will be 
measured not by some standard, not by how good wc are, 
but by what we achieve, by what good we do. 
Accepting that Bacchoi will have general appeal, do 
you feci that students especially will be in any way 
restricted in seeing the play? For instance, by the admission 
price? 
Wensley: We've done our best to ensure that there will be 
as few obstacles as possible in the way of people wishing 
to come. Let's face it, the play is being done for people, 
and especially for students, and we need audiences. I think 
the admission prices are very reasonable, and we put 
tickets on sale on campus well before public sales began. 
Continued on Page 13. 
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SHOPPING CENTRE 
SPECIAL 
With the opening of the Commercial Centre, the Union joins the ranks 
of the few Southern Universities providing commercial facilities of this 
nature. The idea of establishing a shopping centre on the Campus is, 
compared to the proposals for the Theatre, a comparatively new one, 
although it has been noted several times in Union planning reports since 
the early 1960s, In the early stages of planning, both the Commercial 
Centre and the Theatre were planned on the South Side of the Union 
Complex. However, siting problems necessitated a shift to the present 
site. 
Negotiations with the Commonwealth Bank resulted in an agreement 
under which the Union received a substantial contribution towards the 
cost of constructing the Commercial Centre, in return for 15 years' 
tenancy on the Union premises. Within the terms of this agreement, the 
Bank will move from its current premises in the top floor of the Union 
Administration Building to large premises in the Commercial Centre. 
Access to the Commercial Centre and Bank areas is via the Coffee 
Shop in the Refectory extensions, or via one of several doors from the 
sunken courtyard near the Theatre steps. The Commercial Centre consists 
of eight shops, plus the Bank. Of these eight shops, seven have already 
been let, and contain: 
1) Pharmacy 
2) Gift Shop & Golden Casket Agency 
3) Ladies' Boutique 
4) Men's Wear 
5) NUAUS Travel Agency 
6} Thesis Typing/Insurance Consultant 
7) University Bookshop 
The Union is hopeful of obtaining a Ladies' Hairdresser as the tenant in 
the eighth shop. However negotiations on this shop are still proceeding. 
The Union does not have direct control of these individual shops in 
the same way as we control the catering and other service facilities 
provided by the Refectory and the general Union complex. The Shops 
do, however, provide revenue to the Union and its members in two ways. 
1) All businesses will be giving discounts to members of the Union. 
2) All businesses will be contributing to the Union's revenue by the 
payment of rental for their commercial space 
The Union has negotiated the rental figures for the shops and will 
maintain control over these. The Union will, by negotiation, maintain 
surveillance over the discounts provided by our tenants. 
Trading hours for the first few months will be variable until each 
shop establishes its clients' demands. A full service for full- and part-time 
students will, however, be provided. 
The addition of the Commercial Centre to the Union Complex 
virtually completes the range of sen/ices offered by the Union to Its 
members; a range of services equal to the best provided at any 
Australian University. I trust that Union members will appreciate this 
service that has been provided, and will patronise the shops as much 
as possible. 
John Chapman 
President 
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jfiiy^ m Wil 
PHONE 70 1509 
OPEN 8-30 am to 8-00 pm Mon-Fri 
FOR STUDENTS AND STAFF 
PROMPT PRESCRIPTION SERVICE 
FOR GENERAL PHARMACY NEEDS 
COMPLETE RANGE OF COSMETICS 
REVLON 
RIMMEL 
MAX FACTOR 
Ask about our range of PERFUMES and 
HAIR CARE preparations 
K O D A K is now on Campus 
Agent for M.B.F. 
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FIRE & ALL RISKS 
INSURANCE CO.LTD 
CAR OWNERS 
MUTUAL INSURANCE 
CO. LTD. 
{Specialists in Fire, General & Motor 
vehicle Insurance) 
are delighted to see this 
much-needed Insurance Centre 
established under the 
guidance of 
ADVANCED INSURANCE SERVICES 
THE INSURANCE 
COMPANY OF 
NORTH AMERICA 
(incorporated in the U.S.A. with limited liability) 
(Group Assets in excess of $2,000,000,000} 
congratulates 
ADVANCED INSURANCE SERVICES 
and THE STUDENTS UNION 
and offers unique plans 
designed for Students & Academics by our 
INSURANCE CENTRES AT AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES 
GENERAL 
GROUP 
(Branches throughout the world) 
YORKSHIRE 
INSURANCE CO. 
(Australia's largest Insurer of 
Live stock) 
FIRE * MARINE * 
ACCIDENT 
Highly competitive 
Best wishes to 
ADVANCED INSURANCE 
SERVICES 
Academics and Students must benefit 
NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE 
ASSOCIATION 
OF AUSTRALASIA LIMITED 
* Approved for F.S.S.U. -Academics 
* Pioneers & Leaders in Superannuation and 
Life Assurance 
with 
Our Fire, General & Sicfcness Insurance 
Companies 
are pleased to be associated with 
ADVANCED INSURANCE SERVICES 
in the 
CAMPUS INSURANCE CENTRE 
SEMPER FLOREAT 
( THE 
UNITED INSURANCE 
COMPANY LIMITED 
(Est. in Australia 1862) 
"All Risks" - Cameras, Jewellery 
Fire & Motor Vehicle Insurance 
congratulates 
ADVANCED INSURANCE SERVICES 
on this 
Imaginative Venture 
Advanced 
insurance Services 
Alan Skerritt A.A.I.I., P.A.L.U.A. 
invites 
STUDENTS AND ACADEMICS 
to make use of their 
* 
* 
Graduate Composites 
Sabbatical Leave Schemes (Tax Reducing) 
Library & Research Material (U.S. designed - very good) 
* Special Purpose Savings 
* Mortgage Protection 
* Professional Indemnity 
* Travellers' Baggage & Medical Benefits 
* "All Risks" Cameras, Jewellery, Tape Recorders 
* Student Personal Effects Cover 
* Motor Vehicle 
* Personal Liability 
* Disability 
* Fire & Householders 
* Guaranteed Insurability 
Professionals design your programme and 
negotiate favourable rates. 
Shop 1. Phone: 74056;75704 
From Oct. 708056; 709704. 
CONGRATULATIONS ADVANCED INSURANCE SERVICESI 
Associating by way of agreement with H.M. Russell Ins. Pty. Ltd. 
Attorney for 
INDEMNITY MARINE ASSURANCE 
COMPANY LIMITED 
Specialists in Pleasure Craft and General Marine Insurance 
WHO NEEDS ELEPHANTS? 
SHOP AT THE UNION. 
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THE GIFT BOX 
CRAZY AND UNCRAZY 
ART SUPPLIES AND POSTERS 
GREETING CARDS POSTCARDS AND WRAPS 
COSTUME JEWELLERY SOUVENIRS 
BUY YOUR GIFTS AT THE GIFT BOX AND HAVE YOUR GIFTS 
GIFT-WRAPPED FREE. 
And here's something else 
THE GIFT BOX GOLDEN CASKET AGENCY 
FOR THE 
22 September, 1970 SEMPER FLOREAT 
m\ 
X 
Pt*' 
fOUOW/Af6 rJ?£M£Af£>0OS 
SOCCeSS, fAf P£/fmAD£lMO£ 
Sfi/SBAf/£ fi, tCA/VCOt/ysR 
P£7V^ Sff£AR£ti UOn/'BRm&S 
m rou o/fCAMPUS 7ff£p/f/£sr 
<)t/AUrY M£Aes WSA/f/r/AUSTRAl/A 
ATA SAV/f/Q OP UP TO SOX O/V 
ATOfft^Ai. PterAti. p>p/c:e& 
BUY OIRfeg FROM THE WftWFACTOitl 
PETER SHEARER 
ON CAMPUS 
»#f% 
BE WELL DRESSED 
BY PETER SHEARER 
IN THE STYLES OF 
. . AT LOW 
LOW PRICES 
'ODAY 
THE PETER SHEERER STORY 
SEVEN YEARS A60 PETER SHEARER 
INTRODUCED ANEW StUIMQ CONCEPT TO 
AUSTRALIA. THE BIG DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN PETER SHEARER AND ANY OTHER 
MENSWEAR OUTLET IS THAT PETER SHEARER 
MANUFACTURES MERCHANDISE IN KIS OWN 
FACTORIES, CUTS OUT THE MIDDLEMAN AND 
PASSES THE SAVINGS ONTO YOU, 
\ 
•ETER SHEARER COMES TO THE C 
so 00 BIG SAVINGS ON ALL MaNSWEAR 
• • 
%c /^ ,0 6 CAMPUS SHOP MANAGER v AVEL BEERS 
PETER SHEARER INTERNATIONAL- OULLNSLAND OWNED 
"^  Z CONTROLLED 
FACTORIES:- BRISBANE &. NSWCASTIE 
BRANCHESr BRISBANE- IPSWICH - ADELAIDE - PERTH - VANCOUVER 
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N.U.A.U.S. TRAVEL OFFICE 
operated by CARLTON TRAVEL BUREAU ^^  
•v-
going interstate? holidays? 
sabbatical leave? 
Let the new Travel Information Bureau help you. 
For your convenience a travel information bureau has been opened in Room 8 of 
the new Union Shopping Complex. 
The travel wise staff can help you arrange passports, visas, accommodation, 
tours and can advise on student concession fares both in Australia and overseas., 
Call in soon to discuss your vacation plans brochures 
and advice are yours for the asking. 
H.U.A.U.S. TRAVEL OFFICE 
operated by Carlton Travel Bureau Pty.Ltd. 
(HEAD OFFICE: Piccadilly Arcade. Queen St., Ph. 2 
Room 8 Union Shopping 
m 'mm 
22 September, 1970 
Campus 
' iDSurance Centre 
The opening of the Insurance Centre will be of immense benefit 
^to Students, Academics, and Technological Staff. The Centre 
will be under the direction of Alan Skerritt (an Associate of tha 
Australian insurance Institute) of Advanced Insurance Services. 
During his seventeen years in the Insurance Industry, Alan 
has served in marketing and administrative positions in both the 
Fire & General and Life Assurance fields. For seven years he was 
Queensland Branch Secretary of National Mutual Casualty 
Insurance Limited. 
NEED: So many programmes are arranged on an adhoc 
basis-a fire policy here, a life policy there-and are not regularly 
supervised and reviewed. 
Graduates are only too aware of the rever-ending insurance 
propositions which are placed before them-propositions 
emphasising Life Assurance but often overlooking personal and 
professional general insurance needs. 
FACILITIES: Wide local and overseas facilities enable 
Advanced Insurance Services to secure the right contract for 
the client. 
AIMS:(1) This Centre proposes to offer Professional advice 
without pressure on the design and supervision of balanced 
Life Assurance and General Insurance programmes. Consulting 
Accountants and Solicitors are available for involved analyses. 
> (2) Standard Policy Wordings will be amended to 
meet special situations and the most favourable premium rates 
will be obtained. 
(31 Life Assurance premiums will be geared to the 
modest salary of a new graduate, but built-in flexibility will 
allow a review when his financial position improves. 
Vou can see why it is in your interests to use our Insurance 
Centre, 
a) which is oriented towards the special needs of 
Students, Academics and Graduates; and 
b) which is constantly exploring new developments in 
the Insurance Industry and their application to our 
needs. 
NOTE: Information Courses for Graduates will be conducted. 
Interested groups should contact the Centre. 
THE UNDERGROUND MUSIC & SOUND 
STEREO UNITS 
TAPE RECORDERS 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
ACCESSORIES 
CREDIT FACILITIES 
SEMPER FLOREAT 
CAMPUS TYPING SERVICE 
Arcade Shop No 1 
t Thesis Typing & Binding 
t IBM Variable Types 
t Deadlines met 
t Free Thesis Insurance: 
Up lo $500 ($2,000 for doctoral thesis) 
will be paid for further rcasearch and typing 
if a thesis is lost or destroyed between the 
time wc receive it for typing and three 
months after its return to you. 
Use your own On-Campus Typing Bureau 
It's more convenient. 
YAMAHA 
Phone 75704 
From Oct. I'lionc 709704 
SANYO 
HITACHI 
Planning your thesis for 1971-72? 
Join our special Group Scheme-guaranteed 
Reduced Rates. 
Phone 75704 (after October: 709704) 
GIRLS 
KEEP WATCHING THIS SPACE 
SOON THERE WILL BE A WOMEN' HAIRDRESSER IN THE SHOPPING CENTRE. 
KEEP WATCHING THERE TOO. 
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THE COMMONWEALTH BANKING CORPORATION 
congratulates the University of Queensland Union on the successful 
completion of the Schonell Theatre and Commercial Centre project 
From October, 1970 the Bank's complete range of banking services 
will be available in new premises in the Commercial Centre next door 
to the Schonell Theatre, 
For part-time students the University of Queensland Union will be 
conducting an after-hours Savings Bank Agency at the Union Shop. 
A complete range of banking services is also available in the J.D.Story 
Administration Building. 
Get with the elephants - BANK COMMONWEALTH! 
oOnitAcj/i^ee- K^^oo4:G/Ai>AAe 
respectfully invites all staff, students, 
and other sundry and interested persons 
in inspect and purchase of their wide 
and wondrous range of 
paper-hound bookes 
phonograph cylinders 
and other marvels of ye age of technologie 
which have only recentlie been imported from 
ye Circular Drive and other far-distant portions 
of ye EMPIRE! 
Your patronage is most earnestly requested. 
22 September, 1970 SEMPER FLOREAT 
If theatre is to be for the people, the problem of 
censorship, which is one of the problems dealt with in 
Bacchoi, arises. What do you thinlc of censorship? 
Nason': It doesn't provoice mc to passion. I gather it is 
powerful, but it is not of great importance to the protected 
(except perhaps to kids)—much more docs it operate 
against the peace of mind and the moral state of those 
who impose censorship than against the cultural freedom 
of those who oppose it. An adult man whose fear malces 
him say what the Oh! Calcutta judge said (something 
about a lavatory and passionate) is more in danger of 
moral disintegration than an adult man brought face to 
face with a film on sodomy—particularly if he suspects 
(or even knows) that he wouldn't like sodomy. If he 
already knows that he does, then it is naive psychology 
to suppose that he will change this preference by being 
told cither that he docs not, or that he should not. After 
all we actors don't stand to lose mucli by censorship-if 
we can't have Norm & Ahmed wc can have Hamlet and 
//(jfr—nourishment enough for our flagging spirits. So I 
would suggest a mixture of that altitude of mind and 
behaviour whose advocates call 'tolerance' and whose 
prosecutors 'permissiveness', with a plea of compassion for 
tlie plight and enlightenment for the minds of those men 
who Uve in fear-thc censors. Let us indeed by revolting 
(as they suspect) and let the placard of our revolution be 
Stvects to the SivectSense to the Censors. 
Now what are the exact details of the season, especially 
as regards prices? 
Wensley: We run from September 25th to October 10th; 
that is 19 performances, including four 5.30 p.m. "early 
evening" ones on the last two sets of Fridays and Saturdays. 
Student prices are $1.50, except on Friday and Saturday 
nights, when we expect greater town audiences, who will 
subsidise the students; and there arc block booking 
concessions available. Nightly performances arc at 8.30 p.m. 
sharp, and tickets will be on sale all day, and in the early 
part of the evenings for part-time siudents at the Union 
(and of course at the door once we open). 
Finally, do you think Bacchoi will be a success? 
Wensley: I'm confident that it will. 1 know that some 
people don't feel this, and that some criticisms .ire being 
voiced, but I think that it is a little unfair to make 
judgements before the play begins. In the fina! analysis, 
the play will have to sell itself, and stand or fall on its own 
achievements. The play it very exciting, tiic music is great, 
our cast is enthusiastic. The final rehearsals have an 
exuberance and vitality and a potential for doing somclhing 
really good. 1 think all of these factors will combine to 
make our "offering", in Bryan's terms, really worthwhile, 
not for us who are doing it, but for you, for whom we 
arc doing it. 
iiSM 
im 
-M 
:i;>C:K. V^-.i 
^;n 
^:r\>i&^n-:£ 
»!S 
m --m 
^%-^.^t^ 
I'fiillu'tis, A,i;) ()/ I'lhiini iind . J.i,'(/;c, llir diin{;,lilir\._<>i 
(•.'tiiliiiiis. II,- suti'irilfd CuhuHS us hiiif^ oJ riiilh-\: m;,! 
htii'iiii; r,.\i\i,-il thi-ill Iroitin-lion nf tlir n'i,r^liij> n) llianysus 
inlo his liiiYoildin. In- icis- ilrii;H uuttl hy )lic i^oil. liis 
iKiiiiir^^uuis luirlci! In the ^intiul. diul lie hiinsrlf trus lorn 
tl) /'/(•(•(•v hy liis oirn mother iiti<t lur lico sistrrs. Inn 
ihiil .liiliiiKi,:' tchj) in their Hnechie frenzy lielieied him 
lo de it u'iiii liehsl. I'hv jAiiee u'/icrr I'l-nlheus suffered 
ileiilli IS siiitl to lufee lieen Ml C.iihaeron or Mt I'untnsSHs. 
It is relaleil that I'enihcus i^nt iipon a tree, for the jnirjmse 
oj leitnessiiii: in seerel the rerclry of the liiieeliie icoiuen, 
bul on Ihiiii; ilisrorereil hv them tens torn lo l>ieees. 
I-II. iiliiknu-y. .\1.A.. "A .Siiuillcr Cl.issital l)itliim;iry", 
;VT;-V.-!") . < 7 ; ' ; v t " 
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TIIE MOVING FINGER WRITES 
Continued from Page 3. 
Having read of the disadvantages of the G.P. Hut and the 
great interest in amateur theatricals at the University it is inter-
esting to read the report of the Architect's preliminary studies: 
'Tills theatre which will form the fifth element of the existing 
University Union Group is lo be constructed on the south of the 
present Refectory. The building is to be of sculptured form ond will 
fit neatly into the present valley at the head of the lake: Ihe 
natural contours being used for Ihe raked seating of the mam 
theatre. The building has been designed witk a soft outline, to 
express the building's function, to be in liarmony with whot will 
eventually he a beautifully landscaped amphitheatre, and to blend 
with the future adjoining staff liouse. 
'Tlie theatre foyers will have direct covered access to the street 
and lo Ihe other Union buildings, with covered ways. The 
existing Union kitchen will be close by for catering in these foyers. 
The foyers will look out on to enclosed garden courtyards, and also 
across the Sake and to the residential colleges. 
'The proposed accommodation includes Foyers, a Theatre to 
seat 700.1000, a smaller Theatre to seat 100, Dresa'ng Rooms and 
Full Stage Facilities. The Theatre would be air conditioned. 
'Basically the main theatre is designed with a semi-circular 
short, wide auditorium. TIte stage projects well into this area. This 
allows more intimate actor-audience relationship than is ttvatlable 
in most Australian Theatres. 
'The proscenium opening and stage surfaces will be adjustable so 
that orchestra, theatre m the round and traditional theatre may 
he presented.' 
Alihough the conception is still in its elementary stages, it 
has met with approval from the representatives of the amateur 
theatre groups in Brisbane who have been invited to discuss the 
plans with the Architect. Unlike any other theatre in Australia, 
Ihis would allow for productions on an open stage, the style of 
theatre construction increasing in manifestation overseas. 
Preliminary estimates for this theatre supplied by the architect 
stand at £350,000. It is the committee's feeling that should such a 
theatre be constructed, the policy be that student organisations 
he given priority." 
ANNUAL REPORT. 1962 
Meanwhile, back al the Union Theatre Fund, the balance had 
risen liy £34/9/- [n the four years since 1958. 
After three Planning and Development Committee meeting^, 
the decision was made to change the Submission before the 
Australian Universities' Commission for the 196&69 triennium, to 
incorporate a Theatre, Clubs and Societies Rooms, a Library-
Reading Room, Music and Television Rooms. A Submission was 
presented to the Australian Univenities' Commission on lOth 
March, 1966, and subsequently ratified by Union Council. 
Tilts represented a change in DIRECTION rather than 
INTENTION, which was to enable the Union to progress past the 
'tuck-shop' stage. 
Recently members of the Elizabethan Theatre Trust in Mel-
bourne and Sydney have been consulted regarding Mr Trotter's 
preliminary designs for these buildings. Some modifications were 
suggested but these were minor - in fact the proposed building 
complex made an extremely favourable impression. 
It is worth noting that Union Council wishes to name the 
Theatre after ihe Vice-Chancellor, Sir Fred Schonell, for his services 
to Ihe University, interest in the Union, and support for tbe 
cultural aclivities ofthe University and the outside community. 
Furtlter priorities will no doubt be decided as finance becomes 
available. AI this stage I feel tiiat the Union should be optimistic 
regarding the possibility of erecting the Commercial Area as well, 
in the next eighteen months." 
ANNUAL REPORT,'1966 
The resurgence of interest in the Theatre project is once again 
evident from the large increase in the Union Theatre Fund. The 
increase was $832.44 over the 1962 figure and the balance now 
stood at $2,788.60. 
The Union was fast catching up wiUi progress. Its determination 
iwcame apparent the following year: 
"At the July meeting of Council a motion was passed that the 
Union build a Union Theatre, This decision was based on a report 
of a sub-committee which set out the feasibility of the Theatre, 
proposed cost of running and the cash flows if the Union built the 
Theatre at certain times. TIte thanks of the Union went to the 
Chairman of the Sub-committee, Mr Nucifora, and to the Finance 
Secretary, Mr FitzGerald, for this report. If the recommended 
scheme of finance is followed, the Union will be able to build the 
Refectory extensions and the Graduates' Club by 1971." 
ANNUAL REPORT, 1967 
The Union Theatre Fund increased by $400 over the 1966 
figure: this was the biggest annual inaease in its 21 years of 
existence. 
22 September, 1970 
Auditorium, orchestra pit and stage area. August,1969. 
In 1963, the Univcrsily purchased the Avalon Theatre after its 
demise as a ."iubuTban picture theatre. This served the remaining 
seven years until 1970 as the University Theatre. Us passing should 
not go unmentioned. The "Av" was austerity at its best. Badly 
ventilated in all seasons, uncomfortable for the audience, its 
colour scheme changed .several times annually as groups hiring the 
theatre endeavoured to create the atmosphere of the moment by 
painting all available surfaces (including the floor;;) with bewildering 
varielies of designs and colours. Tlic most apparent remaining 
evidence of student enterprise is several hundred yards of pink 
footprints along St. Lucia Road to advertise a show early in 1970. 
While students enjoyed Ihe facilities of the Av, the Union was 
resolutely pursuing its burning ambition to possess a Theatre. 
The ANNUAL REPORT, 1964. said: 
"A Union Theatre is very desirable and although it will be 
many years bejore the union can ajjora such luxuries it would 
indeed be a waste if the idea ofa Union Theatre wns ever lost in the 
myriad of ideas that are advanced by continually changing 
executives." 
Strangely enough, the Union Theatre Fund in 1964 increased 
to ianixn, a rise of £«OS/19/10 over the 1%2 Hgure, the 
biggest increa.se in the i 8-year history of the Fund. 
Ry 1964, the Union Administration Building, Relaxation Block 
and the Refectory had been operating for four years. The Refectory 
Extensions were commenced eariy in 1965 and were taken over 
early in 1966. 
Awareness of the need for a Theatre once again reared its ugly 
head in 1965. 
"77je Union Theatre Committee began in September, 1965, to 
consult architects, theatre personnel, and other qualified and 
interested people to present a report on what sort of theatre the 
Union should build. 
Al the end of the financial year, January 1966, the Union had 
not (and did not] go into overdraft to pay for the recent Extensions 
to the Union Buildings. 
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In 1968, the final plans were made and flnance was arranged 
(an overdraft of $400,000-soon to be increased to $450,00O-from 
the CommonweaUh Bank). 
"Union development in 1967-68 was concerned with commen-
cing three major projects. The three projects concerned were the 
Union Theatre, the North Wing Refectory hxtensions and the 
Commercial Annexe. Plans for cl! three projects have been 
completed, have been sent to the University Senate for final 
approval and to the A.U.C. in Canberra for agreement at that 
end. The Senate's Building and Grounds Committee reviewed the 
Stage I and Stage ll sections of the drawings, gave their consent 
to those plans submitted and asked Ihat the final working drawings 
also be submitted back to Buildings and Grounds for final 
ratification. It is hoped that construction of these three projects 
will commence in mid-September with the completion date set 
at the end of 1969. The Union Theatre, total value $400,000, is 
being partly subsidised by an $80,000 grant from the Australian 
Universities' Commission for the 1966-69 triennium. The $80,000 
is to pay for Common Room and Foyer Areas within the Union 
Theatre complex. The other $320,000 is being met by the 
University Union and is being-paid back on an Overdraft basis 
to the Commonwealth Bank. An overdraft of $400,000 has been 
taken out by the Union on the Commonwealth Bank for a period 
of 15 years commencing 1969. The Commercial annexe, total value 
$140,000 is being wholly financed by the Commonwealth Bank. 
The Bank as a result of free rental for the period of 15 years, will 
wholly amortise the debt, and at the end of the 15 years the 
Commercial annexe then becomes University property. Naturally, 
the Bank, in return for such an agreement, requires sole banking 
rights on Union premises. The Norlh Wing of tite Refectory 
extensions which will also be commenced concurrently with the 
other two projects, will add seating on the Union Complex. 
The Union Theatre has been discussed as a concept for 
approximately 8 years, and it was only in 1968 that a final 
decision was made and the actual work commenced on drawing up 
detailed plans. The Refectory Extensions were initially part of tke 
Common Room floor. Shopping Centre and Refectory 
Extensions. August, 1969. 
Australian Universities' Commission submission for the 1970-72 
triennium but it was fell that there was a necessity to add the 
Refectory extensions at this stage. The Commercial annexe was an 
idea suggested in 1967 during the life ofthe 56th Council. However, 
as a result of strong negotiations with the Commonwealth Bank, 
tite ultimate financial arrangements were sorted out and plans 
also drawn up for this stage of construction." 
ANNUAL REPORT, 1968 
Early in 1969, the Union Council approved without debate 
the final proposals for the Theatre/Shopping Centre/Refectory 
Extensions and the necessary 5800,000 expenditure. 
"Perhaps lite major project of the 58th Council has been the 
implementation of the development plan for the Theatre-Commer-
cial Centre-Refectory Extensions building complex. At the beginning 
of the life of the 58th Council plans for tke complex were almost 
complete, weekly planning meetings between Ihe Union and the 
Architect having been held throughout the year. During these 
meetings a number of changes were made to the plans, including 
the inclusion in the complex of additional toilet facilities in the 
present Chapel area. In October, 1968, the completed pkns were 
forwarded to the A.U.C, the Co-ordinator General and the 
University Senate, and shortly thereafter tenders were called. The 
lowest tender price was well above the Union's estimates and it 
was necessary for (a) deletions to be made from the plans; (b) 
revised cash flows to be drown up; and (c) additional finance to 
be sought from the Bank. There followed some months of^ 
negotiations between the various authorities concerned and finally " 
the A.U.C. and the Univer^ty agreed that, on the baas of an 
additional $50,000 overdraft from the Bank and a ceiling price pf 
$800,000 on tke whole project, the Co-ordinator General could let' 
Ihe contract, subject to approval by the Governor in Council It 
should be noted that Council, in giving its final approval, expressed 
some doubts regarding Ihe form ofthe contract and tkat in future 
the Chairman of the Legal Standing Committee will be a member 
of the Union's group working on developmental projects. At this 
time a major report on the whole Theatre project was prepared by 
the President and the Honorary Treasurer, and arising out of this 
were a number of recommendations which, it is hoped, will ensure 
that in future similar projects the difficulties encountered in this 
case are overcome. The official Ground-breaking ceremony was 
held on Monday, April 14th, after whick the contractor, A.V. 
Jennings & Co., began the construction work. The official con-
struction period is 18 months bul it is hoped that tke project will 
be completed within 15 months. During this period weekly 
meetings on the building site are being held between the contractor, 
the Arckitect and the Union. No problems of a mojor nature have 
been encountered to date although it has been necessary to 
tentatively delete some sections of the project from the contract 
because of cost rises, which included an additional $8,000 for the 
Clerk of Works' salary. This sum Iws previously been paid by Ihe 
Co-ordinator General, but because only 10% of the total finance 
is from tbe Government in this case, the responsibility has passed 
to tite Union. 
The management of tke new complex has created a number of 
problems to the Union and at this time investigations are being 
made into some of tiiese. A Union Theatre Running Cost Comm-
Ittee and a Shop Leases Committee are both meeting to consider 
these two aspects ofthe project. The Union Manager has undertaken 
a tour of theatre establishments in other universities to prepare 
himself for tke management of tke Theatre." 
ANNUAL REPORT, 1969 
The Union TheaUe Fund underwent the biggest change in its 
long history. Shortly before constniction started, the Fund was 
abolished, having served its purpose as a collective conscience prod. 
22 September, 1970 
GAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF 
Continued from Page 2. 
But some people—e.g, Richard Fothcriugham in 
Semper recently-claim that the need for a proscenium 
theatre has passed, and that the actor does not need an 
audience for his art to be worthwhile. 
'Well, first remember that the Theatre doesn't only 
cater for live drama. Secondly, while there is division on 
this question, my own feeling, and it is shared by many 
others, is that live theatre is only made worthwhile by an 
audience; that the actor's art is nol for himself, but an act 
of giving to someone else. There are enough people who 
share this view—actors, directors and audience, and more 
than enough really good plays and playwrights-for me 
to feel that there is a need. Moreover, 1 think that our 
Theatre, and the other new ihealres in Brisbane, will help 
develop this trend—they will generate their own following, 
create to some extent their own demand. 
So you don't think that the Theatre will become 
a "white elephant". 
Not at all. It's divcr.sc enough in its funclion.s, it will 
have a very real appeal to outside orKanisations. ir.s 
attniclivc cnougli .lo ensure the jjciicmlion of a larfjc inili;d 
follciwing (Uulh on and off campus), il will lie relatively 
cheap lor slmlcnl groups to use, il has ;i first ihi.ss 
profcs.sionai stafT. in l:ul, I'm very confident thai ihc 
'VuUural complex" idea will work really well. I'coplc arc 
used to regarding the Union as a service organisation-for 
"food and shelter", if you like; the one thing that 
has been lacking is a counterbalancing provision for 
the "cultural" clement. I think the Theatre will be 
welcomed, used and successful. 
Do you think that the cost to the students is 
worth it? Will this be a limitation on the Union's 
activities? 
^ ^ Well, let's look at it: we have to find $570,000. 
That cost is spread over fifteen years. Assuming that 
during that time five groups of 12,000 students each 
spend three years at the University. That works out to be 
in the order of $1 per term per student, which 1 think is 
pretty reasonable. In terms of the Union's financial 
position generally, the cash flows for the payment period 
have been worked out (and this was done before the 
income from post-graduate members was considered) and 
they can be handled adequately. (Remember, loo, that 
this isisue was canvassed in the fee-rise referendum in 
1968, when a "yes" vote was recorded.) Future capital 
development using student money wilt be restricted, but 
not, I think, recurrent or activities expenditure; actually 
this is as it should be. In the past we've relied heavily on 
Government money-this is our first real student-financed 
projcct-and 1 think we should again do so for the next 
stages of our development. The Theatre project is very 
strong ammunition for this, for both the Union Council 
and the A.U.C. 
Another point here is that we arc about to launch 
a "Seat Endowment" appeal, asking non-students inside 
and outside the Univcrsily to endow seats in the Theatre 
at S50 each. Provided this is pursued with enough vigour, 
wc should raise at least $20,000 in this way, which will 
be a big help. 
Theatre has tremendous potential in equipment and facil-
ities to enable the scope of production groups to be 
broiidcncd. Furlhermore, allhougli, for instance, students 
will no( l)c allowed (o opcr;itc some of the electrical 
cquipmcnl, llic Tiiealre Kicclririan will do ihc job, and 
nol only is he likely to huvc more cxpcnisc, hut he should, 
liccau.scof ihis, he alilc lo suggest new techniques, methods, 
etc., to llie .stuilcnl groups. So in general, while some 
production avenues will be closed, many, many more 
should be opened up to more than compensate-there 
wil! be greater opportunities for innovation, rather than 
less. 
And 1 don't think that this will mean the end of 
dcliberalcly non-commercial, experimental theatre and 
film. The facilities for this are there, both in the main 
auditorium and the rehearsal stage area, and by reasonably 
careful management such productions can be made to pay. 
And how will audiences be restricted, say compared 
with the Avalon, where "anything went"? 
Again, there will be .some restrictions—like no 
smoking in the .luditorium. But, as before, I feel that we 
will accept them, weigh them against the tremendously 
improved facilities, and not find the new Theatre wanting. 
Is the project finally completed? 
No. We plan to install more equipment in the next 
few years, like a counter-weight system. Up to $100,000 
could be spent; we've allowed for this in our cash flows, 
the Seat Endowment Sclieme will help, and it will only be 
bought as the need arises, and the funds i)ecomc available 
You see, tiie development was planned in three stages; 
we've completed two to date. The third stage is important, 
but not immediately necessary, in terms of production, 
rather than audience, facilities. 
I gather then that you are generally confident about 
the future of the Theatre. 
Yes, I am. I'm sure that there wil! be criticisms, 
thai the Theatre won't be universally acclaimcd-1 think 
Ihat you must accept that with something like this, new 
and involving considerable expense. I've been very mucli 
iiwolvcd with the project, and perhaps it's hard for me 
lo be totally objective. 1 know that I'm tremendously 
impressed with the building and its potential, that the 
opening of ihe Theatre makes mc very excited, and thai 
I'm very proud lo be associated wilii it. .And being as 
objective as I can, I feci tlial as other students come to 
know and use tlic Theatre, and become aware of just how 
much it offers and wlial an aciiicvcnient liiis iias licen in 
terms ol" a truly student elforl, liie type of setuimcnis I 
have been expressing will become widespread on the 
campus. 
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I've noticed reference to "Student Common Rooms" 
on the plans. What are these? 
These are located directly below the main foyer; 
one comes into them from either the lower courtyard or 
the Relaxation Block. There are five main ones, all 
carpeted; a new TV room; a very large new music listening 
area; a "quiet" area for chess, reading and so on; eight 
small meeting/music practice rooms (two of these have 
been allocated to the Theatre and Film Clubs for use as 
permanent offices); and a large meeting room lo replace 
the Hulbert Room. All this fits in with the concept of the 
building as a cultural complex rather than just a live 
drama theatre. 
Gould you explain this concept a little more? 
Well, this ties in with the plans ior tbe future use 
of the building. You know that the auditorium is multi-
purpose-designed for live theatre, film and musical per-
formances. We envisage that student groups will use the 
theatre and the rehearsal stage area for films, plays, revues 
and so on for about 26 weeks per year. The foyers will be 
used for art displays, the Union will run its own lunch-hour, 
evening and weekend film showings, there will be lunch-
hour recitals, and visiting artists like Paco Pena and (the 
late-lamented) Dick Gregory; and the. other student areas, 
which we hope will have a bit. more atmosphere and 
refinement than, say, the Refec, will compliment these 
activities with their functions. 
What about the rest of the year? 
The Theatre will be closed for about four weeks 
annually, and for the rest of the time will be hired lo 
outside organisations—professional theatre groups, ballet 
schools, conventions during the vacations and the like. 
All our information lo date suggests that we will be able 
to do this—in fact we are now negotiating with the 
Elizabethan Theatre Trust for a professional theatre season 
to follow our inaugural production of Bacchoi. 
Who will make decisions on bookings, hire rates 
and so on? 
The plan is lo have all the groups who use the 
Theatre involved in the policy making. The Manager, 
Mr Hartman, will be responsible for the day-to-day running, 
and of course the Union Council will have an over-riding 
responsibility, but essentially 1 envisage two major meetings 
each year between the Thealrc management and repres-
entatives of the student users—to plan booking schedules 
for a year in advance and rules relating to Theatre use, 
with other meetings from time to time as the need arises. 
The first such meeting, at which hire rates will be discussed, 
is to be held this month. 
We are determined to avoid the situation which has 
arisen in Southern Union Theatres-students being kept 
out of the policy making, and from the theatres them.selves 
by high rental rates. This was one of the basic stipulations 
when we took the decisicm to build. 
Have you any idea what the hire charges will he? 
We've done a very detailed costing of ihc I'liealrc 
operation, and it looks as if aliout $35 per night for 
student groups, and about $800 per week for outside 
organisations, will cover costs. These rates arc "all in", so 
that wc will be able to compete very weil on the outside 
niarket, and use revenue gained in this way to subsidise 
student productions, much the .same as we do with 
external and student catering in the Refectory. I should 
stress that these rates aren't final by any means, as we 
haven't yet had consultations with the intending student 
users menlioncd earlier. 
Since outside organisations will pay substantially 
higher rental charges than students, will priority be given 
to outsiders in arranging bookings? 
This is a student Theatre, and students will have 
priority. Remember that student usage will be concentrated 
in the term times, so we can make maximum use of 
outside bookings during vacations. If a conflict does arise 
between student needs and revenue-earning outside 
organisations, this will be resolved by the student groups 
involved, together with the Theatre management staff. 
Some ctvibs seem to think that the proposed hire 
charges arc too high. Do you think this is a fair criticism? 
No. Certainly they arc higher than the old Avalon 
rates, but 1 think that student groups will rc-orienl their 
thinking to the concept of a more professional theatre, 
perhaps after some initial reaction. When you consider that 
the production and audience facilities arc first class, that 
the Theatre will establish a town following and attract 
by virtue of its reputation and I'acililics larger audiences, 
that the professional Theatre staff will be available for 
not only technical but also promotional work, and that 
ukimalely a group like the King's-Women's Players or the 
College GkS need only attract an additional attendance 
of, say, 120, to cover the extra cost during llicir run, 
I believe that tlie charges mooted arc reasonable. 1 think 
loo, Ihal the vastly improved facilities and professional 
assistance will lift the standards of live productions, thereby 
generating greater audiences. It's a matter of weighing 
marginal cost againsi marginal benefit, and I'm sure that 
once groups talk this out n\ dclail with people like the 
Manager and myself, and mon- iraporlanily u.u' the 
Thealrc and sec what tlicy can do in it, they will find that 
tiic cosls are manageable and weil oulwcighied by ihc 
benefits. 
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The Auditorium. December, 1969. 
The Auditorium. March, 1970. 
The Auditorium. July, 1970. 
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22 September, 1970 
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From The Stage End Of Theatre. 
July, 1970. 
The Rehearsal Stage. June, 1970. 
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For the student groups, what will the increased 
professionalism mean? At the Avalon, for instance, groups 
could "redecorate", drive nails into walls, cut holes in 
the roof, operate all the equipment and so on. Will 
this change? 
It will have to, but I don't believe it will be as 
Restrictive as it might at first seem. For a start, the new 
Shopping Centre and Refectory Extensions. June, 1970 
